
REVOLUTION
WORKS

MODULAR HOME PROVIDER 
It all starts with a Strong Foundation



Exceeding your expectation is 
our prime mission

Isn’t that fantastic that Every house is build especially for you! 

Ø Revolution Works is a progressive and innovative company that
has a broad selection of ranges to offer for its customers.
Revolution Works was started with the idea of placing the
customer above everything else. This is why we are like no other,
we accept difficult tasks that others might not want to endure. We
have helped small and major businesses alike and we are fully
confident we can help you too.

Ø Since our founding, we’ve worked with numerous clients
throughout the area. Our great service begins and ends with
experienced and friendly professionals, which is why we put so
much consideration into selecting only the best to join our team.

Ø We complete projects efficiently and on schedule, and go above
and beyond to form lasting relationships with our clients.

Ø Did you know that you can create your unique home by making
your own plan and set your measurements, distribute your rooms
and choose your own home appliances?





BINGO



Bingo ranks among our smallest houses, despite its small size the 
area of  26m2 its very comfortable and extremely functional property 
to own, it has everything it needs to be categorised as a mobile 
house. It is a perfect choice for recreational areas, small garden 
plots as well as for rental summer homes.

The bingo house will allow for a heart-warming outdoor experience 
on the lovely terrace overviewing the location it is set in. Being a 
mobile home allows you to choose the view you will see from the 
terrace. Constructed from just one segment, it is just as mobile as a 
caravan, whilst not needing to rely on any heavy lifting. 

BINGO

Too small? We have a larger option available: BINGO LONG



BINGO LONG



BINGO LONG
We present to you the larger model called…

Bingo Long    

With an area of 35m2, in this exact
model we added an additional bedroom
and the result was a very comfortable
and practical home. That builds on the
original appeal of the Bingo home.



AMIGO



AMIGO
Amigo is a home that is made of  two segments that in total offer an 
area of  352m of  well-designed and organised living space, Amigo is a 
perfect holiday or park land home as it offers a sleeping area for 2 and 1, 
a large kitchen, well-spaced Livingroom and a high-end bathroom. 

One of  the advantages of  this house is the ability to transport it on a 
normal transport vehicle which reduces the delivery costs and able the 
home to change location as often as the you require.

The most effective use of  the Amigo is for people that seek to enjoy 
outdoor activities and seek a cosy safe haven to relax in afterwards. You 
will find sitting on your outdoor terrace during a sunny day will bring 
you the deepest comfort.



QUBA



QUBA
The Quba contains a big living room with a garden exit,
which is also connected with the kitchen and dining room.
In the second part of the house you will find a big and
comfortable bathroom and a cosy sleeping room with a big
wardrobe.

Perfect for a holiday, campsite or recreation park. Its
constructed from single segment which despite the simple
design it is extremely functional and offers everything you
would expect from a mobile home.



FAMILY



FAMILYThis is one of  the best family lodges and could be used throughout the whole year. 
Our design allows this fully comfortable home to accommodate a large number of  
guests should the want arise.

These houses have the measurements of  4m x 12m which includes a big living room 
with a garden exit, which is also connected with the kitchenette. In the second part 
of  the house you will find a bathroom, small room with one/two beds and a 
comfortable master bedroom.

Immense comfort and a feeling of  safety are provided by the high standard 
of  equipment as also provide you with relaxation during the whole year.



PUMA



PUMA

Puma is a house with a style that will pleasantly surprise you with its 
atmosphere. The house includes two 3 m x 10 m segments. The total 
usable area is 35-40 square metres while a terrace takes up the remaining 
20-25 square metres.

Puma includes two bedrooms, a bathroom, a large living room with a 
dining area, both the living room and the kitchen have access to the 
terrace. A very large terrace with the ability to be roofed or opened is 
clearly a huge advantage of  this house. Especially when you can relax 
even on rainy days.



COZY



COZY

The furnished living room consists of  a 
sofa, TV and a spacious interior making 
it the best place to sit down after a long 
day of  outdoor activities and letting your 
legs rest.

The terrace is your little corner to read a 
book or listen to an audiobook whist sun 
bathing.

The Cosy house is one of  our most 
customisable products allowing for most 
major and minor changes to suit your 
needs.

This is our flagship product and it 
consists of  a 66m2 space filled with a 
living room, kitchen, dining room, a 
master bedroom, one/two small guest 
rooms and, naturally, a bathroom. 

The kitchen includes a bar style table 
accompanied by all of  your kitchen 
necessities. There is also a large 
dining table, brilliant for a family 
breakfast accompanied by well 
positioned windows offering natural 
light making the breakfast a delight.



PALACE



PALACEThe “palace” house includes three large segments and a small vestibule. 
The house is a complete innovation on the mobile houses market, the 
area of  the house is dependent on the customer with the smallest version 
being 88m2, however by enlarging the segments we can get quite a large 
house.

Every Palace house has five bedrooms, a luxurious living-room with a 
passage to the terrace providing you with a beautiful sight from the 
interior, a dining-room with a kitchenette containing all of  your kitchen 
necessities, two bathrooms equipped with showers and a storage 
compartment. Depending on the your needs this house is fully 
customisable including design and configuration.

It is worth mentioning that all 
our products are equipped to 
deal with different seasons, so 
regardless whether this is 
your home, autumn retreat or 
summer retreat: The 
households will offer you that 
lovely draft through your 
house during summer or a 
cosy shelter from the cold or 
frightening weather.



TINY



TINYThe TINY house has the measurements of 2.5m x 5m.

On the surface level there is a 12m2 living room where,
should you desire, we can implement a sofa bed, kitchen or
a fully equipped laundry room.
Above the living room you’ll find a bedroom with a very
comfortable double bed, and above the bathroom there is a
customizable space that can be utilised in many different
ways.

The TINY house, despite its small dimensions, is spacious
and comfortable so much so there is sleeping room for 4
adults.

The TINY house is a perfect solution for lovers of a
minimalistic architecture as also for any form of camping or
temporary residence. Despite being small the TINY house
doesn’t compromise the level of comfort attained, in fact it
enhances it giving it that warm cosy feeling of a
minimalistic home.

The house is mobile as it is on wheels and due to its
dimensions, the house can be legally registered as a caravan
and towed on UK roads



SMART BATHROOM



SMART BATHROOMThe mobile toilet offers 
the perfect solution to a; 
dressing room, toilet, 
sanitary facility and 
toilette. This is perfect for 
camping, a pool party, 
outdoor centre.

The main advantage of  
the mobile toilet is its 
reusability as you can 
transport the segment 
with ease and use it 
anywhere whilst 
decreasing costs relating 
to transportation.

For a small added price it 
is possible to make the 
facility even simpler to 
move around by placing 
its own hydraulic system 
embedded within the 
facility. 



SMART8



SMART8

SMART8 is an all year office container that can find perfect use in a larger number of  business sectors. The 
standard layout of  this product consists of  a comfortable sleeping solution for 8 people. Container contains two 
bedrooms (4 people each), two bathrooms and one specious kitchen with dining room. There is a possibility to 
rearrange the plan or change measurements depends on your needs.

Standard measurements are 10 m x 3.5 m

Product fitted on a steel frame with 3 axles which enable it to be registered as a caravan and can be towed on the 
road, this is a fantastic future if  you have to change location often without the need to install and pack up each 
time, just turn up put the brake on and wheel chocks and you’re ready to go.



PANDA



PANDA

The panda security house utilises a strong steel frame, 
which makes it a perfect first line security building under 
any circumstances. Panda can be customised to client 
specification, with regards to facilities and size. 



EQUIPMENT & SPECIFICATION

Ranges shown in this catalogue also feature …

- TV + Audio sound system and comfortable sofa in living room
- table and chairs in dining room
- shower or bathtub, toilet, sink, washing machine and cupboard in 
bathroom
- fridge with freezer, induction hob and microwave in the kitchen
- big 200 cm x 160 cm bed and wardrobe in master bedroom
- two single beds in small bedroom 

We Understand that all customers have different specifications and needs, 
that’s why we provide different options of finishes for our amazing ranges.

All Model Base
Every house is created with the highest standards, it consists of…
Ø External elevation can be covered with siding or wooden panels

- (colour or effect of  choice)
Ø Windows by Drutex

- (colour of  choice)
Ø LED Lights
Ø It is warmed with high quality padded wool. 10 cm on the walls and 15 cm on 

the roof  and floor. 
Ø It is build on a very stable steel frame on wheels. The frame is also protected 

from any kind of  corrosion 
Ø Internal walls and ceiling made from laminated board 

- (choice of  finishes and material available) 
Ø PVC panel flooring 

- (choice of  finishes and material available)
Ø Internal White doors 

- (choice of  designs and finishes)
Ø External steel doors 

- (choice of  designs and finishes) 
Ø Roofing made from steel sheet Tiles 

- (colour or effect of  choice)
Ø All homes are equipped with a full electrical system including heating, boiler 

and domestic power supply, also all homes are equipped with a full water 
installation system including intake and outtake. 
- (electrical & water connections can be adjusted to the customer’s specification)

Advantage of  mobile house is ability to change the location 
in a very easy and fast way. When building your mobile 
house there is no need for a permission because the house is 
mobile. Mobile house also has all electric and water- sewers 
installations that are required and needed.

Become one of  the happy owners of  our house! We will do 
our best to provide you with a perfect house that will make 
you happy!



Ranges
Size 

Width x Lenth

Meters Feet

B i n g o  3.3 x 8 11 x 26

B i n g o  
L o n g

3.3 x 11 11 x 35

A m i g o 5 x 7 16 x 23

Q u b a 4 x 12 13 x 40

F a m i l y 4 x 12 13 x 40

P u m a 6 x 10 20 x 33

C o z y 6.6 x 10 22 x 33

P a l a c e 88m2 947ft2

T i n y 2.5 x 5 8 x 16

S m a r t  
B a t h r o o m

4 x 12 13 x 40

S m a r t 8 4 x 12 13 x 40

P a n d a 2.5 x 5 8 x 16

CUSTOMASATION & SIZES

Final prices dependent on options chosen,
for 100% accurate quotation please contact us.

Set up and Layout

All of our ranges are constructed in segments, some like the Bingo or the Family are single
segment homes, however with the ability to be fully customise all of our ranges are made
exactly to clients specification with the accuracy to the millimetres, our fantastic designers
and engineers we were able to removed limitations and create new design applications that
has allowed us offer a wider choice of sizes like having a Family home with a selection of up
to 4 bedrooms.

In addition we offer even more customisation options as we want our customer to know that
they are in full control of what the new product will look and feel like. We can supply many
extra features such as decking, bespoke furniture and extra efficient solution. We al so work
with a wide range of partners to provide more advanced products such as hot tubs and out
door solutions.

All products in the catalogue are stock options with their standard measurements.

Segment Sizes

Minimum
2.5m x 5.0m

8ft x 16ft

Maximum
4m x 12m
13ft x 40ft





ECO SMART HOME

As a part of going 100% eco-friendly, we also provide
a range of solutions for wind turbines that in
conjunction with solar panels will make your home(s)
pretty much self-efficient.

We can install individual systems such as…
• Thermal Panels
• Photovoltaic Panels
• Midsize Wind turbine

Or as a special Hybrid system.

With all this installed you can easily have
enough electricity for the whole day including using
high consuming products like dishwasher, washing
machine or kettle. On top of that, you will also gather
enough thermal energy to run hot water all day.
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